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Abstract. This paper describes a Knowledge-Based Program Transformation 
System (KBPTS) that has been designed on top of an object-oriented knowledge 
base for the purpose of automatic program transformation and optimization. In 
KBPTS, a program can be specified by means of a flowchart or a set of logical 
descriptions. Generally, given a specification of a program, it can be synthesized 
with a set of procedural methods. However, a simple substitution of a method for 
a basic computation in a specification may leave a large amount of possible opti- 
mizations unexplored. Assuming that a set of efficient algorithms for abstract 
problems (e.g., graph algorithms) is implemented and saved in an object-oriented 
knowledge base, a given program (or parts of it) can be evaluated by those algo- 
rithms efficiently with proper instantiations of variables. To identify the proper 
algorithms, the conventional unification algorithm has been modified into an ana- 
logical unification algorithm. Also, in order to control the overall search space 
more clearly, a set of global search strategies are encoded in meta rules. 

1. Introduction 
This paper describes a Knowledge-Based Program Transformation System 

(KBPTS) that has been designed on top of an object-oriented knowledge base for the 
purpose of automatic program transformation and optimization. In KBPTS, a program 
can be specified by means of a flowchart or a set of logical descriptions. A flowchart 
is a set of nodes and directed edges, where each node represents some computational 
actions and each edge designates a possible passage of control between nodes. In an 
object-oriented knowledge base, the computational actions for each node can be con- 
sidered as a predefined method. A set of logical descriptions specifies the precondition 
and the postcondition of  a program which correspond to the functionality of the pro- 
gram. Generally, given a specification of a program, it can be synthesized with a set 
of  procedural methods. However, a simple substitution of a method for a basic com- 
putation in a specification may leave a large amount of possible optimizations unex- 
plored. Assuming that a set of efficient algorithms for abstract problems (e.g., graph 
algorithms) is implemented and saved in an object-oriented knowledge base, a given 
program (or parts of it) can be evaluated by those methods efficiently with proper 
instantiations of variables. 

This transformation system works as an assertion-based logical system [Floy67] 
[Hoar69]. In an object-oriented knowledge base, a set of methods is associated to each 
object class, and the definition of each method includes a precondition and a postcon- 
dition. If  a method's precondition is true before its execution, the postcondition will 
be true upon its termination. These assertions do not necessarily assign particular 
values to each variable, but they specify some properties of the values or any relation- 
ships among them. The object-level knowledge base also includes axioms and rules of 
inference specified in first-order predicate calculus, which can be applied to transform 
a program according to the global strategies defined as meta rules. The meta rules are 
not domain specific; they specify a set of general control criteria which guides the 
overall search process [DaBu84]. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the architecture of 
KBPTS. Section 3 describes the structure and the internals of the algorithm library. 
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Section 4 discusses an mechanism that can be applied to substitute program 
specifications with library algorithms. Section 5 sketches some global control strategies 
to reduce the search space. Section 6 compares KBPTS with some related work. 
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with some future research directions. 

2. Overviews of KBPTS 
In [Zani84] [Sheu88], mathematical logic has been employed to describe objects, 

classes, and methods. In the object-oriented knowledge base framework, the first-order 
language consists of the following [Sheu88]: 

(1) class(a) is true if  a is the name of a class of objects. 
(2) instance_ofla, b) is true if  object a is a member of class b. 
(3) subclass_ofla, b) is true if class a is a subclass of  class b. 
(4) attribute(a,b,c) is true if every object in class a has b as one of  its attributes, 

and the domain of b is c .  
(5) attribute_value (a ,b,c) is true if object a has the value c of  its attribute b.  

(6) a(xl,...,x r) is true if a is a method which has the arguments Xl,...,x ~. We call 
a(x l,...,x~ ) a method predicate. 

(7) f(x 1,...,xn) is true if a tuple <x I . . . . .  x n > is a member of user-defined rela- 
tion f In this case, we call fix l,...,xn ) a relational predicate. 

With this first order language, database schemata, deductive laws and integrity con- 
straints can be defined. The key components of KBPTS can now be described in the 
following: 

(a) Object Schema: 
The object schema defines classes in predicate forms, where the definition of a 

class includes the name, the attributes, the methods, and the class hierarchy. SuppoSe 
we have a set of object classes related to graphs, i.e., vertex, edge and 
weighted graph. Assuming the length of each edge is available, the class 
weighted-graph can have the procedure shortest._path as a method. The method 
shortest_~a;h searches a given graph and returns a shortest path between two given 
vertices. The definition of this database in the object schema can be summarized as 
follows: 

[]  ~lass(vertex) 

l attribute (vertex , VID ,string ) 
1attribute (vertex ,X POS ,real ) 
[attribute (vertex ,Y-_POS ,real) 

[] ~lass(edge) 

|attribute (edge ,EID ,string ) 
~attribute ( edge,V 1,vertex) 
|attribute (edge , V 2,vertex) 

attribute (edge ,WEIGHT,integer) 

[] ~lass(weighted graph) 

lattribute (weighted graph,GID ,string ) 
|attribute (weighted graph , V ,set-o f -vertex ) 
[attribute (weighted graph ,E ,set-of -edge ) 
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[] method 
shortest__path(Vl:vertex, V2:vertex, G:weighted_graph, P:path) 

(b) Data Base: 
Objects in a class can be stored in the form of  a table, where each tuple 

corresponds to an object instance in the class. A class consists of a number of attri- 
butes, and the value of an attribute is an object or a set of objects which belongs to 
some other class. This relationship among attributes and classes forms a 
class-attribute hierarchy [-BeKi89]. 

(c) Rule Base: 
In the rule base, we have both deductive laws and integrity constraints in the fol- 

lowing form without function symbols: 

P 1 A P 2 A  . . .  Ap  n ----> Q1 v . . .  VQm 

which can be interpreted as " i f  all of  P] ,  P2 . . . .  , and Pn are true, then at least one of 
Q 1, Q 2 . . . . .  or Qm is true " 

(d) Meta Rule Base: 
While the rules in the rule base (i.e., deductive rules and integrity constraints) 

describe the knowledge about the objects in the database, meta rules represent the 
knowledge about the object-level knowledge. For example, the meta rule base can 
include a set of rules of  cost estimation so that a single rule can be selected to apply 
among several possibilities. As a result, meta rules form a set of strategies to guide the 
use of object-level knowledge by pruning or reordering the rules in the rule base 
[DaBu84]. 

(e) Knowledge Base Management System: 
The main functions of the knowledge base management system are query optimi- 

zation, transaction processing, and object management. In addition to queries, insert 
and delete operations can be included in a transaction. To process a transaction, data 
dependency among queries and other operations needs to be analyzed for optimization. 
The management system also provides other amenities such as concurrency control, 
integrity validation, crash recovery, and authorization. 

(f) User Interface: 
The system interacts with the user in various methodologies, such as flowcharts, 

logical descriptions and database programs [ShYo90]. In this paper, we assume that a 
program is presented as an annotated flow chart as described in [Floy67] and [Hoar69]. 
In [Floy67], Floyd associated an assertion with each arc in a flowchart such that if  the 
assertion P associated with the entrance arc of an action ~ is true before 7t is executed 
then the assertion R associated with the exit arc of ~ will be true after x is executed. 
Using the notation in [Hoar69], this can be represented as 

{P} ~ {R}, 

where P and R are usually mentioned as precondition and postcondition, respectively, 
of process x. 

3. A Library of Algorithms 
In an object-oriented knowledge base, for each object class, a set of methods can 

be associated. We assume that a large number of abstract algorithms are coded as 
methods in an object-oriented knowledge base. These methods usually belong to 
abstract object classes such as graph and other data structures. Clearly, it will be 
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desirable if a programmer can reuse some of these algorithms deliberately or with 
some help from the system. 

We consider a library of algorithms as a collection of  useful methods. In order to 
be selected properly for substitutions, the definition of  each method should include the 
following: 

(a) method name 
(b) a list of  arguments, where the domain of each argument should be specified 
(c) the functionality of the method in terms of  its precondition and postcondition 
(d) order of  complexity 

As an example, we can present a set of  object classes related to the class graph 
and some methods which implement efficient algorithms. In the following example, 
we use P ,  Q and O to denote a precondition, a postcondition, and the order of  com- 
plexity of  a method, respectively. 

object classes and methods 

<class> 
vertex(VID:integer) 
edge(EID:integer, Vl:vertex, V2:vertex) 
vertex_.pair(VPID:integer, Vl:vertex, V2:vertex) 
weightededge(WEID:integer, Vl:vertex, V2:vertex, W:integer) 
path(PID:integer, Vl :vertex, V2:vertex, E:set-of-edge) 
weighted__path(WPID:integer, Vl:vertex, V2:vertex, E:set-of-weightededge) 
graph(GID:integer, V:set-of-vertex, E:set-of-edge) 

<subclass> 
weighted_graph(E:set-of-weighted edge) 

; set all the possible paths between V1 and V2 to SP 
<method> (all_path (Vl:vertex) (V2:vertex) (V:set-of-vertex) 

(E:set-of-weighted_edge) (SP:set-of-weighted_path)... ) 
P = { true } 
Q = { (r P) [ member_of(P, SP) --) weighted path(WPl, V1, V2, P.E) 1 } 
0 = cardinality_of(V) + cardinality_of(E) 

; return true ifa given graph (V,E) is connected 
; the returned value is denoted by RETURN 
; in the following logical descriptions 
<method> (connected_graph (V:set-of-vertex) (E:set-of-weighted_edge) ... ) 
P = { true } 
Q = { [ (vX) (~ Y) [ member_of(X, V) ^ memberof(Y, V) 

^ weighted path(WP1, X, Y, E) ] ---) RETURN ] v 
[ - [01 X) (r Y) [ member_of(X, V) h 
member V) ^ weighted..path(WP1, X, Y, E) 11 

0 = cardinality_of(V) + cardinality_of(E) 

;return true ira given graph (V,E) is a tree 
<method> (is tree (V:set-of-vertex) (E:set-of-weighted_edge) ,.. ) 
P = { true } -  
Q = { [ (v X) ~ Y) [ member_of(X, V) ^ 

member of(Y, V) ^ all._path(X, Y, V, E, SP) ^ 
equal(cardinality of(SP), 1) ] ---) RETURN ] v 
[ - [ (r X) (v Y) [-memberof(X, V) ^ 
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memberof(Y, V) ^ all__path(X, Y, V, E, SP) ^ 
equal(cardinality of(SP), 1) 11 -~ - RETURN ] } 

0 = cardinality_of(V) u cardinality_of(E) 

;set the total weight of a weighted path to SW 
<method> (sum_of_weight (WP:weighted__path, SW:integer) ... ) 
P = { true } 
Q = { equal(SW, summation(W, WP.E)) } 
0 = cardinality_of(WP.E) 

,'set the spanning tree with the minimum weight to MST 
<method> (minimum spanning tree (G:weighted graph, 

MS-T:weighte~_graph) ... ) - 
P = { true } 

Q = { CoX) [ spanning_tree(X,G) h weightof_graph(X, WX) ^ 
weight of  graph(MST, WS) ---) 
lesseq(-WS. WX) ] },2 

0 = cardinality_of(G.V) 

;set the path between given two vertices with the minimum weight to SP 
<method> (shortest_path (G:weighted_graph, Vl:vertex, 

V2:vertex, SP:weighted_path)... ) 
P = { true } 
Q = { (vX) [ weighted_graph(G, V, E) ^ all_path(V1, V2, V, E, P_SET) 

A member of(X, P SET) ^ sum of weight(SP, WSP) ^ 
sum of weight(X,-WX) ---) less-eq(~VSP, WX) ] } 

0 = carar[na-[ity_of(G.V) z 

<subclass> 
directed graph(E:set-of-vertex_pair) 

;set all the vertices which can be reached from a given vertex to TC 
<method> (transitive closure (G:directed graph, Vl:vertex, 

TC.Vset-of-vertex) ... ) 
P = { true } 
Q = { ~ X) [ memberof(X, TC) ^ directed_graph(G, V, E) ^ 

all directed path(W, X, V, E, P SET) ---) 
gr-eater(car~nality of(P_SET), 0")] } 

0 = cardinality_of(G. V)* 

;remove any directed cycle in a given directed graph 
<method> (topological_sorting ( G :directed graph, 

TS:list-of-vertex) ... ) 
P = { true ] 
Q = { CoX) er Y) [ member_of(X, TS) A memberof(Y, TS) A 

vertex pair(VP, X, Y) ---) precede(X, Y, TS) ] } 
0 = cardinality_of(G.V) + cardinality_oflG.E) 

We can classify methods according to the way in which they return their results. 
Some of the methods return true or false according to their evaluation; we call these 
logical methods (e.g., is tree and connectedgraph). Other methods which are not 
logical methods are co~idered as general methods. In the above example, the 
returned values from logical methods are denoted by a special variable RETURN in 
the description of  postconditions. The treatment of RETURN during the process of 
program transformation will be discussed later in this paper. The meanings of some 
predicates which have not been defined in the above example are briefly explained in 
the following: 
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(a) memberof lA ,  S): which is true if  object A is a member of  a set S.  
(b) cardinality_of(S) : which returns the cardinality of  a set S .  
(c) equal(A, B) : which is true if A is equal to B. 
(d) summation(A, B): which returns the sum of A for all the member of a set B.  
(e) lesseq(A, B): which is true if A is less than or equal to B.  
(f) greater(A, B): which is true if A is greater than B. 
(g) precede(A, B, L): which is true if  A precede B in a list L.  

(h) all_directed_path(V1,V2,V,E, DP): which set all the possible directed paths from 
V1 t o V 2 t o D P .  

(i) set-of-A: denotes an object domain which is a set of  objects of  class A .  

(i) list-of-A: denotes an object domain which is a list of  objects of class A .  
(j) A.B: denotes an attribute B of an object A.  

4. Substituting Library Algorithms For Program Specification 
Substituting a library algorithm for a part of program specification can be done by 

comparing the assertion of the specification part with that of  the pre-stored methods. 
The procedure of this comparison is similar to that of a unification process in predicate 
calculus [Nils80]. A unification process is to find a set of  substitutions which can be 
applied to two or more expressions and make them the same substitution instances. 
For example, consider two expressions: E 1 = p (X,Y,a ) and E 2 = p (b ,Y,Z).  A substi- 
tution s can be applied to an expression E;  the result of  a substitution is an 
substitution instance and it is denoted by Es. If  there exists an substitution s i such 
that E 1 s i = E 2 s i, then E l and E 2 are unifiable and s i is an unif ier.  In the a b o v e  
example, we can identify the following substitution instances: 

E 1 s = p ( X , Y , a )  { b/X, a/Z} =p(b, Y, a) 
E 2 s = p (b ,Y ,Z)  { b/X, a/Z} = p(b, Y, a) 

Because E 1 s = E 2 s,  p ( X , Y , a )  and p ( b , Y , Z )  are unifiable with a unifier { b/X, a/Z 
}. 

A unification process can be considered as a pattern matching problem with sub- 
stitutions of arguments. Several unification algorithms have been proposed, and it was 
proved that two expressions can be determined to be unifiable or not [Robi65]. How- 
ever, most of the existing algorithms only allow a matching between two predicates 
with the same head. For this reason, using the conventional algorithms only allows the 
program transformation process be performed within an object class. For example, 
suppose that a detailed program has been designed in order to find a shortest path 
between vertices a and b.  The program is written in a flowchart language, and sup- 
pose that the assertion for an edge which is incident on the Stop node has been 
derived as follows: 

A = { (~ X) [ weightedgraph(G, V, E) ^ all_path(a, b, V, E, P_SET) ^ 
member of(X, P SET) ^ sum_of_weight(SP, WSP) ^ sum_of_weight(X, WX) ----> 
lesseq(IVSP, WX-) ] } 

Clearly, Assertion A and the postcondition of the method shortest_.path in class graph 
are unifiable if we substitute a for V1 and b for V2. In other words, assertion A is a 
special case for the postcondition of the method shortest.path, where shortest__path is 
a general function which finds a shortest path between any two vertices in a graph. 
Intuitively, the above unification is an example of instantiating variables (e.g., V 1 and 
V2) with constants (e.g., a and b).  

Now, consider a program written for an airline reservation system. The program 
finds the cheapest connection between two cities c I and c 2. Suppose that, after 
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applying the transformation rules to the program, we have the following assertion: 

B = { (v y) [ airline(F, CITIES, FLIGHTS) A allconnection(cl, c2, CITIES, 
FLIGHTS, C SET) A member of(Y, C SET) A sum of_fare(SC, FSC) A 
sumof.fare(Y~FY) ---> lesseq(FSC, FY) ] } -  

If  we compare this assertion with the postcondition of  the method shortest_path in 
class graph, we can find the following terms which syntactically correspond-to each 
other: 

weighted graph(G, V, E) 
all_path(--W, 112, V, E, P_SET) 
member of(X, P SET) 
sum of-weight(S-P, WSP) 
sum--of-_weight(X, WX) 
lesseq(WSP, WX) 

airline(F, CITIES, FLIGHTS) 
allconnection(c 1, c ~, CITIES, FLIG~ 

member of(Y, C SET) 
sum of  Jare(SC_FSC) 
sum-of_fare(Y, FY) 
less?q(FSC, FY) 

In conventional unification algorithms, two predicates which have different predicate 
heads (e.g., weighted_graph(G, V, E) and airline(F, CITIES, FLIGHTS)) cannot be 
unified. However, we know that the shortest._path algorithm in class weighted graph 
can be used for finding the cheapest connection in the class airline by properly-]nstan- 
tiating the variables in the shortest..path algorithm with those in the airline reservation 
system. This is an example of matching with analogy, and in order to perform this we 
need an analogical unification process. The term "analogical" has been used in vari- 
ous contexts in the artificial intelligence community (e.g., "analogical problem solv- 
ing" [Carb81] and "programming by analogy" [Ders86]). While an analogical 
approach can include some interactive modification processes in order to use an exist- 
ing program for a new problem, in this paper, the term "analogy" is strictly limited to 
exact correspondences between object classes or between programs. In this way, we 
can automate the process of program transformations. 

In the above list of correspondences, each predicate is either a relational predicate 
or a method predicate. Here, a relational predicate represents the membership in a 
class, i.e., weighted_graph(G, V, E) is true if an instance of  G,  V and E is a member 
of the class weighted_graph. In order to compare two classes, we first identify the 
pairs of corresponding attributes, which should be kept consistent throughout the entire 
process. To be matched analogically, the domains of  attributes in a pair should be the 
same. If  an attribute is a compound object (i.e., it is a collection of  other objects), the 
object structures (i.e., attributes and their domains) should be the same recursively. 
For example, the attribute FLIGHTS is a compound attribute and it specifies each 
FLIGHT with FARE, where FLIGHT corresponds to EDGE and FARE matches 
WEIGHT. As for method predicates, their unifiability should be determined by com- 
paring the assertions of their functionality (i.e., their preconditions and postconditions) 
recursively. 

During this unification process, the special variable RETURN which denotes the 
returned value from a logical method can match either a variable or a predicate. As 
an example, we consider a logical method is tree. Suppose that we have a program 
which contains a variable Tree that is set to zero initially. After the main procedure is 
executed, Tree has the value one if a given graph is a tree. In this case, the assertion 
C can be given as follows: 

C = { [ 0 / X) O~ Y) [ memberof(X, V) A memberof(Y, V) A all..path(X, Y, V, E, SP) A 
equal(cardinality_of(SP), 1) ] ---> equal(Tree, i)  ] v [ - [ (v X) (v y) [ 
memberof(X, V) ^ memberof(Y, V) A all._path(X, Y, V, E, SP) ^ 
equal(cardinality_of(SP), 1) 11 ~ - equal(Tree, 1) ] }  
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If  we compare C with the postcondition, we can notice that the variable RETURN 
matches the predicate equal (Tree ,1). 

In the analogical unification process, we expand the substitutions in conventional 
unification algorithms (in which only variables are substituted) by including those for 
predicate heads (e.g., substituting weighted graph for airline). Given two expressions 
to be unified, first, the numbers of predicates in them should be the same. More pre- 
cisely, the number of relational predicates should be the same, and the number of 
method predicates should also be the same. Once the above requirements are met, for 
each possible pairing, the process of analogical unification can be applied. An analogi- 
cal unification succeeds if  we can find a set of substitutions (of predicate heads and 
variables) which is consistent throughout the unification process. By modifying the 
unification algorithm in [Nils80], we can derive a recursive algorithm which analogi- 
cally unifies two expressions: 

Algor i thm 1. Analogical Unification Of Two Expressions 
INPUT: Two expressions E 1 and E 2. 
OUTPUT: A list of substitutions. 

1) If  E 1 and E 2 are variables, return E 1/E2. 
2) If E l is RETURN and E 2 is a constant or a predicate, return E21E I. 

If  E 2 is RETURN and E l is a constant or a predicate, return E1/E 2. 
3) If  E 1 is a variable and E 2 is a constant, return E2/E 1. 
4) If E 2 is a variable and E 1 is a constant, return E 11E2. 
5) If  E I is a predicate head, a connective or a constant, do the following: 

5.1) If  E l equals E 2, return NIL. 
5.2) If  E 1 and E 2 are predicate heads for object classes, compare the attributes 

and their domains. If they are comparable, return E1/E 2. Otherwise, return 
FALL. 

5.3) If E 1 and E2 are predicate heads for methods, analogically unify their 
preconditions and their postconditions. If  the unifications succeed, return 
E I/E 2. Otherwise, return FALL. 

5.4) Otherwise, return FAlL 
6) If E 2 is a predicate head, a connective or a constant, return FALL. 

7) Set FIRST 1 = the first element of E 1 and REST 1 = the rest of  E I. 
Set FIRST 2 = the first element of E 2 and REST 2 = the rest of E 2. 
Set SFtRS r --- the result of  analogical unification of  FIRST I and FIRST 2. 
If  SFmST is FALL, return FAIL. 

8) Set MODIFIED 1 = the result of applying SFtRSr to REST 1. 
Set MODIFIED 2 = the result of applying SFtRSr to REST 2. 
Set SREST = the result of analogical unification of MODIFIED 1 and MODIFIED 2. 
If  SRESr is FALL, return FALL. 
Otherwise, return the composition of SFtRS r and SRESr. 

[] 

Once a program analogically unifies an algorithm, a method which implements 
the algorithm can be used for the program. In order to include a method into a pro- 
gram, objects used in the program should be restructured before they can be used as 
the arguments for the method. For example, the attribute names for all object 
instances in class airline (e.g., CITIES and FLIGHTS) should be renamed according 
to the attribute names in the class weighted graph (e.g., V and E)  in order to be used 
as the arguments for the method shortesCpath. After the method is evaluated, the 
results need to be interpreted properly (e.g., a shortest path should be interpreted as a 
cheapest connection). This substitution and interpretation should be based on the 
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unifier set derived from the analogical unification process. Given a unifier set, the 
change of attribute names and interpretations can be done mechanically. 

Example  1. For the problem of finding the cheapest connection in an airline 
reservation system, we can find an analogical match with the method shortest_.path in 
class graph. In the match we have two sets of  substitutions as follows: 

Substitutions for Variables = 

{ F/G, CITIES~V, FLIGHTS/E, cl/V1 c2/V2 , C_SET/P_SET, Y/X, SC/SP, 
FY/WX, FSC/FSP } 

Substitutions for Predicate Heads = 

{ airline~weighted_graph, all_connection/all_.path, sum_of_fare/sum_of_weight } 

In order to call the method shortest~ath in the program, the attribute names in class 
airline should be changed temporarxly according to the substitution set (in this exam- 
ple, the variable names happen to be the same as the corresponding attribute names). 
The change of attribute names can be listed as follows: 

CITIES ---> V 
FLIGHTS ---> E 
FARE --~ WEIGHT 

Once a solution SP (which is a list of nodes) is derived, the above modification should 
be applied reversely and the solution should be interpreted as a list of CITIES 

[] 

In the above example, because the preconditions of  the program and the method 
are {true }, we only need to unify their postconditions in order to substitute the method 
for the program. However, if a part of  a program is tried to be unified, the precondi- 
tion of the part may include some assertions which are not relevant to the part but to 
the status of the program as a result of executing the previous portion of  the program. 
Suppose that a program consists of two parts A and B,  where part A and part B are 
connected serially so that the postcondition of part A and the precondition of part B 
are the same (i.e., QA = PB). In this case, a method M can be substituted for part B 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) PB and QB can be decomposed into 

PB = C A P  
QB = D A Q  

where C implies D ,  i.e., C --> D.  

(b) P can analogically unify the precondition of  the method, and Q can analogically 
unify the postcondition of the method, i.e., 

P analogically unifies PM 
Q analogically unifies QM 

As an example, consider a program which sorts a set of  flights after it computes 
the sum of the cost for all the flights in the set. If we consider the program segment 
which computes the sum as part A and the other program segment as part B,  we can 
have the following assertions (here we assume that part A assigns the result to SUM, 
and part B sorts in ascending order the flights from the set F SET according to their 
COST and sets the result to SORTED_LIST): 

P A = { true } 

QA = { equal(SUM, summation(COST, F_SET)) } 
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PA = { equal(SUM, summation(COST, FSET)) } 
PA = { equal(SUM, summation(COST, F SET)) ^ [(v X) r162 Y) [member of(X, 

SORTED LIST) A member of(Y, SORTED LIST) h lessthan(X.COST, Y.ff()ST) 
--r precege(X, Y, SORTED_-LIST)]] } - 

Suppose that we have a method M, which sorts a set of weighted_edges, with the fol- 
lowing precondition and postcondition: 

PM = { t rue  } 
PM = { (V U) ~/ V) [memberof(U, LIST) ^ member._of(V, LIST) ^ lessthan(U.W, V.W) 

-~ precede(U, V, LIST)] } 

Using the notations in conditions (a) and (b) above, we can derive the following: 

C ~ 

D =  
P =  
Q= 

{ equal(SUM, summation(COST, F_SET)) } 
{ equal(SUM, ~ummation(COST, F_SET)) } 
{ true } 
{ (V X) (v y) [memberof(X, SORTED_LIST) ^ member of(Y, SORTED_LIST) ^ 
lessthan(X.COST, Y.COST) --h precede(X, Y, SORTED_LIST)] } 

Because all the conditions in (a) and (b) are satisfied, i.e., 

C --~ D, 
P analogically unifies PM, and 
Q analogically unifies QM, 

we can substitute the method M for part B with proper instantiations. 
Once we have a successful unification between two object classes or between two 

methods, we can save the relationship and reuse it later, The collection of  previously 
proved relationships can be considered as a library o f  substitutions. If two methods 
are saved in the library of substitutions, the unification process can be much easier 
because we only need to unify the arguments without unifying their preconditions and 
postconditions. For example, after successfully unifying a program with the method 
shortest._path in the above example, we can save the following relationship in the 
library of substitutions: 

weighted_graph <--r airline 
all..path <--)all connection 
sum_of_weight ~ su~_of ffare 

The overall process of analogical unification can be described as a set of  meta 
rules such as the following, where Px and Qx represent the precondition and the 
postcondition, respectively, of a method or a program X, and we assume that the 
predicates in a rule are evaluated from left to right. 

If unifiable(A, B, S) 
Then compatible(A, B, S) 
where unifiable(A, B, S): which is true if two expressions A and B are unifiable 
with a unifier S by the conventional unification process. 
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5. Global Search Strategies 
Given a program specified in a flowchart language, the best thing to do is to 

replace the whole program by an efficient algorithm. However, in a real situation, it is 
not always possible to find an algorithm which exactly matches a given program. If  
we fail to transform the entire program, then we can try to substitute parts of  the pro- 
gram by good algorithms. In this section, some global search strategies are discussed, 
which can be encoded as meta rules. The global search strategies include the follow- 
ing: 

(a) The overall search method: 
By the rule of  composition and the rule of iteration, in a program written in a 
flowchart language, two or more nodes can be composed into one. The process 
of  successive compositions forms a tree, where a set of  children is composed into 
their parent recursively until the whole program is represented by a root node. 
Each node in the tree represents a part of a program to be substituted by a proper 
algorithm. If no proper algorithm is found for a node, it can be composed with 
adjacent nodes or decomposed into details and any proper substitution is searched 
again. Considering this, the overall search process for finding an optimal transfor- 
mation can be a top-down search, a bottom-up search, or various combinations of 
both. 

(b) Preference in selecting rules: 
When more than one object-level rule is applicable at a time, the most promising 
rule should be selected in order to optimize the overall transformation. The 
preferences among the rules can be determined by comparing the algorithms 
which are substituted by the rules. In general, algorithms can be compared by 
their orders of  complexities. Two orders of  complexity can be compared if they 
are expressed by means of one variable (e.g., n z and n~). However, if the orders 
of  complexity are defined in terms of multiple variables (e.g., IE I z and IE I IV I, 
where [E I is the number of edges and IV I is the number of  vertices in a graph), 
we need some information about the object classes (e.g., the cardinalities of  E 
and V) in order to compare these. 

(c) Policies to solve ambiguities: 
When a program is non-deterministic, a transformed program can produce results 
which are correct but different from those generated by the original program. For 
example, the algorithm topological ordering can produce different orderings 
according to implementations. In ttu~ situation, only with logical assertions, it is 
not always possible to assure that the new program generates the same results as 
the original program. One way to resolve this problem is to get a confirmation 
from the user. The program can be transformed with user's grant; otherwise, only 
subparts of the program will be searched for transformation. 

6. Related Work 
Related work to the program transformation and optimization described in this 

paper can be classified into three categories: program transformation, program reuse, 
and knowledge-based editors. 

Program transformation includes predefined transformations (e.g., rewriting rules) 
and program constructions from a high level nonexecutable specifications to a low 
level executable form. Existing transformation systems can be divided into two 
classes: those that perform transformations automatically and those which are guided 
by users. The CIP project [CIP84] [BMPP89] focused on correctness-preserving and 
source-to-source program transformation at different levels of  abstraction. The 
development process is guided by the programmer who has to choose appropriate 
transformation rules. The user guidance accomplishes the creative part in the 
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development process. DEDALUS [MaWa79] and KBSA [PrSm88] attempted to auto- 
mate the transformation selection process. DEDALUS was able to create a program, a 
correctness proof, and a proof of termination for programs of a limited scope. 
DEDALUS selects candidate rules by pattern-directed invocations and applies those 
rules sequentially. K_BSA focused on automatic algorithm design, deductive inference, 
finite differencing, and data structure selection. Given a problem description, KBSA 
generates an optimal program through correctness-preserving transformations. One of 
the problems for existing automatic program transformation systems is the lack of driv- 
ing force of a design process. Even though some search approaches such as cost func- 
tions and efficient search methods have been employed, global strategies have not been 
integrated effectively. In K.BPTS, global strategies were implemented as meta rules, in 
which control knowledge can be more clearly represented and executed [Cavi89] 
[OSGR89] [Past89]. 

Software reuse appears in two levels of abstraction: reuse at the code level and 
reuse at the specification level [Di1188]. While code-level reuse involves modifying 
existing code [PrFr87], specification-level reuse is based on an external, often formal, 
program specification. Existing methodologies include program transformation 
[Chea84] [BoMu84] and software components catalogue [WoSo88]. Program transfor- 
mations are used to refine an abstract program defined in a very high level language 
into a program written in a target language. Software components catalogue requires 
the ability to match users' requests onto descriptions of software components which 
satisfy these requests. The main barriers to software reuse have been pointed out as 
follows: 
(a) It is difficult to develop an enough set of generalized components for potential 

reuse [WoSo88]. 
(b) Even with a catalogue of reusable components, the matching processes are n o t  

effective enough [Di1188]. 
In STA, a collection of abstract algorithms replaces the software components catalo- 
gue, where abstract algorithms form a smaller set than reusable software components. 
The search method in KBPTS is an extended unification process, which is general 
enough to find existing solutions. 

Simple program editors have been extended to be more powerful ones. Some 
incorporate an understanding of the syntactic structure of the program being edited 
[MeFe81] [TeRe81]. This makes it possible to support operations based on the parse 
tree of a program (e.g., inserting, deleting, and moving between nodes in the parse 
tree). Syntax-based editors also ensure the syntactic correctness of the program being 
edited. KBEmacs [Wate85] extended program editors further by including an under- 
standing of the algorithm structure of the program. By comparing the algorithm struc- 
tures with programming cliches, which are standard models of solving programming 
problems, KBEmacs can intelligently assist programmers. KBEmacs assists program- 
mers to construct programs more rapidly and more reliably by combining or modifying 
existing algorithmic cliches. The idea of using algorithmic cliches is similar to that of 
using abstract algorithms in KBPTS. One difference is that cliches are domain depen- 
dent reusable components while abstract algorithms are general ones which can be 
applied to problems in various domains. 

7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have discussed a knowledge-based program transformation and 

optimization system. Given a program, it can be transformed into a (or a set of) well- 
designed abstract algorithm by comparing their preconditions and their postconditions. 
To compare two conditions, the conventional unification algorithm has been modified 
into an analogical unification algorithm, where two predicates with different heads 
can be unified if the corresponding classes or methods are compatible with each other. 
When we allow transformations of subparts of a program, the search space could be 
increased enormously. In order to control the search space more clearly, a set of glo- 
bal search strategies is proposed. 
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Parts of the transformation process have been implemented and some examples 
are demonstrated in [Yoo90]. From the experimentation, we have learned that a logi- 
cal description of a program (by a precondition and a postcondition) can easily include 
errors if we do not have some rigid rules. Also, if the description of a program 
includes some assertions which are not relevant to the functionality of the program, it 
is difficult to search for an appropriate algorithm. An example of the irrelevant asser- 
tions is the description of local variables in a program. To be more practical and gen- 
eral, it is essential to develop a standard method which is applicable to logical descrip- 
tions of algorithms and programs. 
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